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CURRENT AFFAIRS : INDIA AND THE WORLD

NATIONAL SURVEY
Literacy rate 71 per cent in rural
areas, 86 per cent in urban areas

30 June 2015
ational Sample Survey Office (NSSO) released the
71st Round of its survey on Social Consumption :
Education. The survey was conducted for the period of
January to June 2014 and portrays the salient features relating
to prime indicators on education as on 31 March 2014.
The survey covered entire country with samples taken from
36,479 households in rural areas and 29,447 in urban areas
from 4,577 villages and 3,720 urban blocks. It was conducted
on the basis of having any student aged between 5 and 29
years receiving technical/professional or general education.
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UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE

WORLD’S BIGGEST EMPLOYERS

Indian Railways, Indian Army among
Nearly 30 per cent of China’s
World’s Biggest Employers
Great Wall disappeared over time 17 June 2015
30 June 2015
he Great Wall of China, a UNESCO World
Heritage site, was in news in the fourth week
of June 2015. Beijing Times published a
survey report stating that around 30 per cent of
the Wall disappeared overtime and around 1185
km of the fortification are in poor condition.
The survey was conducted by the Great Wall of
China Society in 2014.
As per the survey, the disappearance of over 1962
km length of the wall, out of the total length
varying between 9000 km to 21000 km, was caused
by numerous factors over many centuries. Some
of the reasons are wind, rain, tourism, growth of
plants in the walls and reckless human activities
like stealing the bricks to build houses, etc.
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wo Indian organisations — Indian Army and Indian
Railways are among the world’s biggest employers,
together employing around 2.7 million people, as per
a research published by the World Economic Forum.
Indian Railways was ranked at the eighth place in the list of
world’s biggest employers with 1.4 million staff. Immediately
after Indian Railways is the Indian Armed Forces with 1.3
million people.

5G Network Speed as 20 Gbps

NATIONAL LEVEL SIKH MUSEUM
National Level Sikh museum to be
constructed in Lakhnaur Sahib
Village
29 June 2015
national level museum of Sikh heritage will be
setup in Lakhnaur Sahib village close to Ambala
City.
Lakhnaur Sahib is a historical village as the mother of tenth
Sikh guru Guru Gobind Singh, Mata Gujari belonged to
the place. Guru Gobind Singh had also spent a few years
of his childhood in the village.
Around 17 acres of land belonging to Maharaja Ranjit
Singh had been lying vacant in the village, which would
now be utilized for the museum. Some articles belonging
to Guru Gobind Singh and his mother Mata Gujari will
also be kept in the museum and it would be developed
on the lines of Anandpur Sahib Museum.
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ANCIENT ROUTE
Archaeologists found fresh
evidence linking Azhagankulam in
Tamil Nadu with ancient Rome
Trade
29 June 2015

A

zhagankulam village in Ramanathapuram
district of Tamil Nadu was in news on 29
June 2015 as archaeologists discovered
fresh evidence that proves it had been an important
trading post between the Sangam Pandyas and
the Romans from circa 50 BCE to circa 500 CE.
Azhagankulam is located about three kilometres
from the sea, near the area where the Vaigai River
enters the Bay of Bengal. Madurai was the capital
of the Pandya country and Ramanathapuram came
under the Madurai region.
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1 0 & 18 June 2015
he International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defined
the speed of 5G (Fifth Generation) standard for mobile
networking as 20 Gigabits Per Second (Gbps).
The final details for the 5G
5G INTERNET – 20 GBPS
standard will be confirmed
in October 2015. In terms
of data speeds, data will be
transferred at the rate of
20 Gbps that is 20 times
faster than the 1Gbps
specification for 4G.

Hilleman Laboratories developed affordable
Haemophilus Influenzae Type b (Hib) Vaccine
24 June 2015
illeman Laboratories (HL), a global vaccine research and
development organisation, announced the success of a
preclinical trial conducted for Haemophilus Influenzae
Type b (Hib) Vaccine.
The new vaccine was proved as 4 to 10 times more potent
when compared to the existing licensed vaccines.
The research was published in the journal Vaccine.
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SPORTS

EXCHANGING CURRENCY NOTES

RBI extended deadline for Exchanging
International Day against Drug Abuse
Pre-2005 Currency Notes by 6 Months 26 June 2015

25 June 2015
atnam Singh Bhamara became the first Indian
national to join National Basketball Association
(NBA) of the USA. He is 19 years old.
The Punjab-born player would play for the Dallas
Mavericks. He will represent the team during the
upcoming 2015-16 season.
Earlier, in July 2014, Sim Bhullar became the first
basketball player of Indian origin to join the NBA.
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YETI CRAB
First Species of Yeti Crab in Antarctica
named Kiwa Tyleri Discovered
24 June 2015
team of British scientists led by Dr. Sven Thatje
published the discovery of the first species of Yeti
Crab in Antarctica in the journal PLOS ONE.
The species has been named Kiwa Tyleri after British
deep-sea and polar biologist Professor Paul Tyler from
the University of Southampton.
The crab belongs to a group of squat lobsters, known
as Kiwaidae. It was found from hydrothermal vent
systems of the East Scotia Ridge in the Southern Ocean,
Antarctica.
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MID-DAY MEAL SCHEME
Milk in Mid-day Meal Scheme
25 June 2015
nion Government requested the Chief Ministers of
Bihar, Tamil Nadu and Rajasthan to encourage supply
of free milk in the Mid-day Meal to school children.
Milk Products will be provided with an aim to increase the
nutritional level in the Mid-day Meal for school children.
The decision was made in a review meeting in which it
was found that the State Milk Federations of these states
have surplus stock of skimmed milk powder.
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25 June 2015
he International Day against Drug Abuse and
he Reserve Bank of India (RBI) extended the date to
Illicit Trafficking was observed globally with
exchange pre-2005 bank notes till 31 December 2015.
the theme Let’s Develop our Lives, our
RBI in an official statement said that the notes can be Communities, our Identities without Drugs.
exchanged for their full value. It has also clarified that all
such notes continue to remain legal till the mentioned date. This important day was created by the United Nations
General Assembly on 7 December 1987 to help create
a society free of illegal drugs and drug abuse. Each
year the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) selects a theme for the day.

T
Satnam Singh Bhamara became First
Indian Basketball Player to join NBA

INTERNATIONAL DAY AGAINST DRUG ABUSE

SPORTS
Leander Paes became 47th
Player to join the 100 Partners
Club on ATP Circuit

24 June 2015
ndia’s tennis player Leander Paes became the 47th
player to play with 100 different partners on ATP
(Association of Tennis Professionals) Circuit.
World’s First Flexible and Skin-like Display
Among all the partners, Paes has been most successful
developed
with his Indian partner Mahesh Bhuapthi with whom
11 June 2015
he won three of his Eight Men’s Doubles Grand
team of scientists led by Indian-American Debashis Slam Titles.
Chanda from University of Central Florida developed a
nature-inspired technique for creating the world’s first
full-colour, flexible thin-film reflective display. The findings
were published in Nature Communications journal.
This technology can help you switch your dress colour to Sri Sri Ravi Shankar conferred with
a different colour in the blink of an eye, if someone at a
Columbia’s Highest Civilian Award
wedding reception is wearing the same dress as yours.
25 June 2015
he spiritual leader Sri Sri Ravi Shankar was
conferred with Columbia’s highest civilian award
Order of the Democracy Simon Bolivar by
Columbia.
Sri Sri Ravi Shankar founded the Art of Living
Foundation in 1981, which aims to relieve individual
26 June 2015
wo local entrepreneurs, namely Satyaki Saikia and stress, societal problems and violence.
Pulak Roy signed agreements with several civic bodies
in Assam.
Basic objective of the project is to save society from hazards
and pollution created by the huge amount of increasing
municipality solid waste.

SKIN-LIKE DISPLAY

A

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Assam Entrepreneurs signed Pact on
Waste Management

I

HONOURED
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FESTIVAL
Two-day long annual Hemis festival of
Ladakh

26 June 2015
wo-day long annual Hemis festival dedicated to the
Guru Padmasambhava began on 26 June 2015 in the
largest monastery of Ladakh Hemis Gompa (monastery)
of Jammu and Kashmir.
Hemis festival is celebrated to mark the birth anniversary
of Guru Padmasambhava. During this festive season, Lamas
called ‘Chhams,’ perform masked dances and sacred plays
to the accompaniment of cymbals, drums and long horns.
The head lama presides over the function.
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BEST TEST PLAYER
Sachin Tendulkar named as Greatest
Test Player of 21st Century

25 June 2015
ormer Indian cricketer Sachin Tendulkar was
voted as the Best Test Player of the 21st century
in an online poll titled Top-100 Test players’ list
since 2000. The result of poll conducted by Cricket
Australia’s website, cricket.com.au was released in the
fourth week of June 2015.
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MOBILE APPLICATION

MODERNISED ANGANWADI CENTRE
India’s First Modernised Anganwadi
Centre at Hasanpur village in Sonepat
24 June 2015
nion Government launched the First Modernised
Anganwadi centre of India at Hasanpur village of
Sonepat in Haryana. The centre was inaugurated
by Maneka Gandhi, the Union Minister for Women and
Child Development (WCD).
The centre has been set up as part of Nand-Ghar Yojana
of Union Government which aims at transforming the
anganwadi centres.
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INDIANS WIN AWARD
Three Indians won inaugural Queen’s
Young Leaders Award

22 June 2015
hree Indians won the inaugural Queen’s Young
Leaders Award in the United Kingdom for taking the
lead in transforming the lives of others and making
a lasting difference in their communities. These winners
are Ashwini Angadi, Devika Malik and Akshay Jadhao.
Queen’s Young Leaders Award was set up by Queen
Elizabeth II to recognise exceptional young people
from across the Commonwealth. It was launched by her
grandchildren Prince William and Prince Harry in 2015.

T

Bhuvan Ganga Mobile Application
launched to Aid National Mission for
Clean Ganga

23 June 2015
o aid National Mission for Clean Ganga, the Union
Water Resources Minister Uma Bharti launched
Bhuvan Ganga mobile application and a web portal.
The app will allow people to upload pictures of pollution
sources of river Ganga for further action by the concerned
authorities.

T

Maharashtra Declared Blue Mormon
as State Butterfly

23 June 2015
aharashtra Government declared the Blue Mormon
(Papilio Polymnestor) as the State butterfly. Blue
Mormom is the second largest butterfly found in
India after the southern birdwing.
With this, Maharashtra became India’s first state to have
a State butterfly.
The decision to declare Blue Mormom as the state butterfly
was taken at a meet of the State Wildlife Board in Mumbai.
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International Yoga Day celebration
at Rajpath sets Two World Records

21 June 2015
India by celebrating the first International Yoga Day
in Rajpath, New Delhi created two Guinness World
Records on 21 June 2015. The two records include
participation of most individuals and individuals from
the largest number of nationalities performing asanas
at a single venue.
Around 36 thousand participants performed asanas
and 84 nationalities joined the official observation of
International Yoga Day.

BAN ON EARPHONES
France announced ban on Earphones
for Drivers and Cyclists

18 June 2015
France announced a ban on wearing earphones while
driving a vehicle and riding a cycle. The ban will come
into effect from 1 July 2015.
Those found using earphones while driving a vehicle or
riding a cycle will be fined 135 Euro (214 US dollar)
and lose three license points. However, use of phone
while having the caller on loud speaker will be allowed.
The ban was announced with an aim to reduce deaths
due to accidents.

China launched World’s First Electric
Passenger Aircraft BX1E

Steffi Graf appointed as Kerala’s
Ayurveda Brand Ambassador

23 June 2015
To promote Kerala’s tourism departments Visit Kerala
Scheme, Kerala government appointed tennis legend Steffi
Graf as Ayurveda Brand Ambassador.
Kerala Chief Minister Oommen Chandy said that the
decision to appoint Graf as Brand Ambassador was taken
by the state Cabinet.

WORLD RECORDS

SOLAR POWER
Rajasthan Topped the list of States
Commissioning Grid Connected Solar
Power Projects

19 June 2015
China launched the World’s First Electric Passenger
Aircraft named BX1E that could be used in pilot training,
tourism, meteorology and rescue operations.
The aircraft was designed together by Shenyang Aerospace
University and Liaoning General Aviation Academy
located in the northeastern Liaoning Province of China.

WORLD’S FIRST ELECTRIC PASSENGER AIRCRAFT

4 June 2015
Rajasthan topped the list of states commissioning grid
connected solar power projects in the country with an
installed capacity of 1147 MW. The list was released by
the Union ministry of New and Renewable Energy.
Gujarat, which remained the undisputed leader in solar
energy generation till 2014, came second with an installed
capacity of 1000MW.

SPORTS - FOOTBALL
Sunil Chhetri became First Indian
Footballer to score 50 International Goals

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF YOGA

First International Day of Yoga
observed Globally

THERMOCOL PLATES BANNED
Jharkhand Government banned sale of

21 June 2015
16 June 2015
The first International Day of Yoga was observed globally. Thermocol Plates
Sunil Chhetri became the first Indian footballer to score The day was celebrated across 192 nations including 19 June 2015
Malaysia and Saudi Arabia. Earlier on 3 June 2015, National Jharkhand Chief Minister Raghuvar Das imposed a ban
50 international goals.
Yoga Day was also celebrated in India.
on sale of thermocol plates in the entire state. The
List of International goals scored by Indian footballer:
decision was taken with an aim to promote leaf plates
• Sunil Chhetri: 50 goals in 87 matches
and generate employment for the poor and tribal people
FIRST 100% BLIND OFFICER
• Bhaichung Bhutia: 42 goals in 107 matches
of the state, who are engaged in making leaf plates.
• I.M. Vijayan: 40 goals in 79 matches

FIRST DRIVER-LESS TRAIN
Delhi Metro got its First Driver-less Train

4 June 2015
Delhi Metro received its first driver-less train from Koreabased manufacturer. The train is equipped with several
advanced features and will be operational on sections
of Phase-III of the network, set to be operational by
December 2016.
These trains would run on the over 58 km-long Majlish
Park-Shiv Vihar and the over 38 km-long Janakpuri (West)Botanical Garden corridors of the Phase-III.

Beno Zephine became First 100% Blind
Officer in IFS

12 June 2015
Chennai’s NL Beno Zephine became the first 100 %
visually-challenged person to be inducted into the Indian
Foreign Services (IFS).
The 25 years old, Beno was informed about her induction
into the Indian Foreign Services by the External Affairs
Ministry.
At the time of being named as IFS officer, Beno was
serving the State Bank of India as a probationary officer.
She is a postgraduate in English from Madras University.

WORLD’S FIRST WATER-BASED COMPUTER
Indian-origin scientist Manu Prakash developed
World’s First Water-based Computer

10 June 2015
Indian-origin scientist Manu Prakash along with his team
developed World’s First Water-based Computer. The results
were published in the journal Nature Physics. Manu
Prakash is an Assistant Professor of Bioengineering at
Stanford University.
They have built a synchronous computer that operates
using the unique physics of moving water droplets.
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FOR
CHILDREN

HEALTHY HABITS – LIFE SKILLS

Tips to Help Children Develop
Healthy Habits
1. I will wash my
hands with a
soap :
 before eating.
 after using the
washroom.
 after coming
home
from
school or other
places.

3. I will wear a helmet
when I ride my bicycle.

5. I will cross the road only at
the zebra crossing.

Helmets help protect
you from serious brain
injuries in a hard fall.
Most brain injuries that
result in death could
have been prevented by
wearing a helmet.

Before you cross road, make
sure you look left, right, and
left again.
6. I will get plenty of sleep.

public

4. I will use seatbelt every
time I ride.

2. I will cover my mouth when
I sneeze or cough.

Seatbelts are responsible for
saving more than 15,000
lives a year. While riding
in a car you should use the
seatbelt.

Coughing or sneezing into your
elbow works well because it
doesn’t transfer germs to your
hands.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT – LIFE SKILLS
Money Money Management for Kids

FOR
PARENTS

As parents, you often struggle to teach your children the concepts of money value,
savings and investments. Here are some questions whose answers would help you
teach your child the management of money.

Kids need a lot of sleep,
because you grow while you’re
asleep. Make sure you wake up
rested and ready for a new day.
7. Smoking harms the way
your body works.
Keep away from the
children who are in bad
habits. They can spoil
you.

Children! This is your corner. You can send drawings you make in your
school or home. We will print them here with your name, address, class
and school’s name. Don’t forget to write all these details behind your
drawings in CAPITAL LETTERS.
Here are some sample pictures which we have collected from the children like you.

Question 1. Why is it important to educate children about savings and investments?
Answer : Concepts such as ‘savings’ or ‘investments’ are very important for young
children. To imbibe such habits in them some simple activities could be done :
• To take care of their belongings that are given to them. Treasure the old
ones rather than throwing them out and buying new ones.
• To recycle things which they have used. Thus they would learn to protect
the environment.
• To store food properly when they do not want to eat it. Thus, they would
learn that storing is better than wasting.
Question 2. Is it difficult for parents to teach children to save, when many
advertisements are encouraging them to buy toys, etc.?
Answer : Most advertisements target parents with young children. It is, therefore,
up to the parents to decide if they want to buy the items advertised.
		 Most kids insist only when they are brought to the toyshops to look at
the ‘amazing’ toys they are attracted to.
Question 3. How would money management skills help young kids in life?
Answer :

Children learn maths, language and other things in their school. Thus their
cognitive skills develop. Therefore, parents should focus on developing
their character through community skills (supporting those in need) and
social skills (ability to talk to others about money and other issues). Such
skills indirectly help them enhance their cognitive skills.

		
Therefore you are required to help them focus on their abilities to :
		 • care for things and look after them well (learning to save).
		 • treasure the things that are stored in memory and great experiences
(investing in what is important).
		 • being creative in using and re-using materials (saving for the future).
Questions 4. Should preschoolers get an allowance? If yes, how much would be
appropriate.
Answer :

The amount is not as important as the consistency and the ability to keep
to the decision made.

		 It will also depend on what items you are allowing your children to buy
on a shopping trip and how much it will cost.
		 As parents, these money decisions are within your control so you need
to start giving them what they need without feeling guilty and yet setting
the correct example for them to follow.
Question 5. When is the best time to start teaching children money management skills?
		 Preschool children can understand simple concepts such as sharing
something with someone, saving something for later and taking care of
their personal belongings.
		 Older children from 5 or 6 years start understanding the value of money
and the cost of products and services. It would make more sense to
introduce the concept of money after children have been introduced to
the concepts of ‘more or less’, ‘counting’, ‘recognition of numbers and
signs’, ‘simple addition and subtraction’, ‘the actual value of money’,
‘buying’, ‘selling’ and so forth.
		 These are only five questions, but there are thousands of questions for
parents to answer. However, these may lead them to find their way for
further queries.
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